The performance of a decoding algorithm, called symbol message passing (SMP), is analyzed for nonbinary spatially coupled low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes. The SMP algorithm can be seen as a generalization of Gallager B and the binary message passing algorithm by Lechner et al. to q-ary LDPC codes. The analysis is performed via density evolution over the q-ary symmetric channel, with q being the field order used for the code construction.
I. INTRODUCTION
The quest for low-complexity decoding algorithms for lowdensity parity-check (LDPC) codes has recently received a renewed interest, largely triggered by the need of efficient error correction schemes for very high throughput applications. Low-complexity message passing algorithms for binary LDPC codes date back to the seminal work by Gallager [1] , who introduced algorithms now known as Gallager A and Gallager B. In [2] , an algorithm that allows erasures in the decoder, named Algorithm E, was proposed, with significantly better performance than Gallager B. Another class of decoding algorithms, referred to as binary message passing (BMP), was introduced in [3] . As Gallager's original algorithms, BMP is characterized by the exchange of binary messages between variable nodes (VNs) and check nodes (CNs). However, it exploits channel soft information at the VNs, leading to a much improved performance. An extension of BMP to ternary message alphabets with erasures was studied in [4] . A finitealphabet iterative decoder for the binary symmetric channel was presented in [5] . Low-complexity decoding algorithms have also been considered for nonbinary LDPC codes for both the Gaussian [6] - [8] and the q-ary symmetric channel (q-SC) [9] - [14] . In [14] , a list message passing decoding algorithm for nonbinary LDPC codes over the q-SC was proposed, with performance significantly improving with the list size up to a given size. However, the decoder data flow also increases with the list size. For list size 1, the exchanged messages take values on a (q + 1)-ary alphabet that includes an erasure message. In [8] , a lookup table-based decoding algorithm that is practical for small values of q was presented. In [15] , a novel decoding algorithm for q-ary LDPC codes, dubbed symbol message passing (SMP), was introduced, with better performance and similar complexity than the algorithm in [14] for list size 1.
Spatial coupling has received a great deal of attention in the last years, due to the remarkable threshold saturation effect, i.e., the belief propagation threshold saturates to the maximum a posteriori threshold of the underlying uncoupled ensemble [16] , [17] . Threshold saturation for binary LDPC codes under belief propagation (BP) decoding was proved in [18] for the binary erasure channel (BEC) and later in [19] for binary-input memoryless symmetric channels. Threshold saturation for nonbinary spatially coupled low-density paritycheck (SC-LDPC) codes over the BEC was proved in [20] . In [21] , one and two bit message passing algorithms for BP decoding of SC-LDPC codes with higher-order modulation were investigated.
In this paper, we extend the analysis of the SMP algorithm of [15] to SC-LDPC codes. We derive the density evolution for protograph-based SC-LDPC codes for transmission over the q-SC. The obtained decoding thresholds significantly improve those of the uncoupled ensembles.
II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Q-ary symmetric channel
Consider a q-SC with error probability , input alphabet X and output alphabet Y, with X = Y = {0, α 0 , . . . , α q−2 }, where α is a primitive element of F q . Denote by X ∈ X and Y ∈ Y the random variables (RVs) associated to the channel input and channel output, respectively, and by x and y their realizations. Then, the transition probabilities of the q-SC are
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For a given channel output y, we introduce the normalized log-likelihood vector, also referred to as L-vector,
whose elements are obtained as
B. Nonbinary LDPC codes
We consider next nonbinary LDPC codes defined by an m × n sparse parity-check matrix H with coefficients in F q . The parity-check matrix can be represented by a Tanner graph with n VNs corresponding to codeword symbols and m CNs corresponding to parity checks. The edge label associated to the edge connecting v and c is denoted by h v,c , with h v,c ∈ F q \ 0. The sets N (v) and N (c) denote the neighbors of VN v and CN c, respectively. Non-binary protograph-based LDPC codes are created from a small Tanner graph called a protograph by a copy-permute-scale procedure [22] . The protograph consists of n 0 VNs and m 0 CNs. Each VN/CN in a protograph defines a variable/check node type. A protograph can be defined by an m 0 × n 0 base matrix B = [b i,j ], where b i,j is the number of edges that connects v j to c i . In order to obtain the non-binary parity-check matrix H, a number of copies of the protograph is generated and their edges are permuted such that connectivity constraints imposed by the base matrix are maintained followed by scaling each edge in the obtained Tanner graph by an element from F q \ 0. Note that each VN/CN in a protograph defines a variable/check node type. We consider protograph-based SC-LDPC codes with base matrix in the form [23] 
III. SYMBOL MESSAGE PASSING DECODING
In this section, we describe the proposed SMP algorithm [15] in detail, assuming transmission over the q-SC. SMP decoding is an iterative algorithm, where CNs and VNs exchange q-ary messages. At the th decoding iteration, let the message sent from v to c be m ( ) v→c , and the message from
The basic steps of SMP are as follows.
ii. CN-to-VN step.
Each CN computes
where the sum and the multiplications are over F q .
iii. VN-to-CN step. Let E ( ) be an aggregated extrinsic L-vector, with
Then, each VN computes
Whenever multiple maximizing arguments exist, the arg max function returns one of them at random with uniform probability.
iv. Final decision.
To estimate its codeword symbol, each VN computeŝ
The VN operation can be interpreted as if the CNs and the channel would vote for the value of the code symbol associated to the VN. The VN assigns different weights to the CN and channel votes and selects the element with the highest score.
In (4), the L-vector corresponding to the channel observation is obtained from (2) using the channel error probability . Further, we model each CN-to-VN message, as an observation of the symbol X (associated to v), at the output of an extrinsic q-SC channel [3] , [24] with crossover probability ξ ( ) (c, v), which is the error probability of the message sent over an edge of the type defined by the pair (c, v).
In general, the error probabilities ξ ( ) (c, v) are not known. Estimates can be obtained from density evolution (DE) analysis, as proposed in [3] , [4] , and are then used to compute the corresponding L-vectors in (4).
IV. DENSITY EVOLUTION ANALYSIS
Consider a protograph with a m 0 × n 0 base matrix B. We derive the DE of the SMP decoder over a q-SC with crossover probability . Due to channel symmetry, we may assume that the all-zeros codeword was transmitted.
Let p ( ) a (i, j) be the probability that a message sent from a VN of type v j to a CN of type c i on one of the b i,j edges connecting v j to c i takes value a ∈ F q at the -th iteration. Similarly, s ( ) a (i, j) and denotes the probability that a message sent from c i to v j on one of the b i,j edges connecting c i to v j takes value a. The probability of a correct decision of a VN of type v j at the -th iteration is denoted by P ( ) app (j). In the limit of n → ∞, the DE analysis can be summarized in the following steps.
1) Initialization.
For j = 1, 2, . . . , n 0 and i = 1, 2, . . . , m 0 with b i,j = 0, we have
2) For = 1, 2, . . . , L max Check to variable update For j = 1, 2, . . . , n 0 and i = 1, 2, . . . , m 0 , if b i,j = 0 then s ( ) 0 (i, j) can be computed from (5), where δ ij is the Kronecker delta function. Due to symmetry, we have
Variable to check update
Consider the messages sent from c i to v j . For each u ∈ F q , define the random vector
and its realization
where F ( ) u,e is the RV associated to the number of messages equal to u that c e sends to v j , at the -th iteration, on b e,j − δ ei of the b e,j edges connecting c e to v j . Thus, for e = 1, . . . , m 0 , we have ∀u ∈ 
where ξ ( ) (e, j) = 1 − s ( ) 0 (e, j). We denote by I(P) the indicator function, which takes value 1 if the proposition P is true and 0 otherwise. Let E ( ) be the set of maximizers of E ( ) , i.e.,
Then for j = 1, 2, . . . , n 0 and i = 1, 2, . . . , m 0 with b i,j = 0, p ( ) 0 (i, j) can be written as shown in (6). Due to symmetry, for any a ∈ F q \ 0 we have
A posteriori update Consider now the probability of a correct decision of a VN of type v j . We define for each u ∈ F q the random vectorF
and its realizatioñ
whereF ( ) u,e is the RV associated to the number of messages equal to u that c e sends to v j , at the -th iteration, on the b e,j edges connecting c e to v j . Thus, for e = 1, . . . , m 0 , we have ∀u ∈ F q 0 ≤f 
Let L ( ) app be the set of maximizers of L ( ) app , i.e.,
Then for j = 1, 2, . . . , n 0 , P ( ) app (j) is obtained from (7) .
The protograph ensemble iterative decoding threshold is defined as the maximum for which P ( ) app (j) → 1 for j = 1, 2, . . . , n 0 as → ∞.
Remark 1. As for the message passing algorithms proposed in [3] , [4] , DE analysis plays a two-fold role. First, it allows deriving the iterative decoding threshold of the LDPC code ensemble under analysis. Second, it provides (as a byproduct) estimates of the extrinsic channel reliabilities ξ ( ) to be used in Sec. III. The estimates are accurate when decoding long codes (this is also the regime in which DE analysis captures well the evolution of the message probability distributions).
V. THRESHOLDS OF SELECTED ENSEMBLES
We follow the approach of [25] to determine the decoding threshold of protograph-based SC-LDPC code ensembles for window decoding. To this end, we apply the DE analysis of Sec. IV on the protograph matrix B [1:5W,1:W ] , which is formed from the first W block rows and W block columns of B in (3). We choose W large enough that increasing it further doesn't improve the decoding thresholds. For the following results we fix W = 30. Convergence of the window decoder is declared when the probability of correct decision for the VNs in the first block column is one. We present the iterative decoding thresholds of protograph based SC-LDPC codes with VN degrees d v ∈ {3, 4, 5, 6} for q ∈ {2, 4, 8, 16} and code rates R ∈ {1/2, 2/3, 3/4, 4/5}. The submatrices B i in (3) of B q dv,dc are given by The results are summarized in Tables II, IV , VI and VIII. For the sake of comparison, the iterative decoding thresholds of uncoupled regular LDPC ensembles, which can be computed from the analysis in [15] , are provided in Tables  I, III, V and VII. As expected, a (d v , d c ) SC-LDPC code ensemble attains a remarkably larger threshold than the corresponing uncoupled ensemble. For example, for q = 512 and R = 1/2, the (3, 6) SC-LDPC code ensemble has threshold = 0.139, while the (3, 6) uncoupled code ensemble has threshold = 0.11. Increasing gains can be observed for larger degrees.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We analyzed the asymptotic performance of symbol message passing (SMP) decoding applied to nonbinary SC-LDPC code ensembles. The analysis, performed via density evolution over the q-ary symmetric channel (with q being the field order used for the code construction), shows how regular SC-LDPC code ensembles outperform their uncoupled counterparts also under the simplified message passing decoding algorithm under consideration. 
